
Expert’s Talk on Indian Pharma Industry Facing Covid 19 

Mr. Arpit Chadha, Honorable Vice-Chairman, I.T.S-The Education Group has a vision to make I.T.Sians 

be excelled in not only academics but also other fields which will help them shine in their careers. So he 

leaves no stone unturned to make students and faculty make use of this lockdown in a very fruitful 

manner by organizing interactions with industry experts, sports and arts personalities. He being a tech 

savvy person constantly encourages the use of technology to make this feasible even when the whole 

world is locked up in their homes. These vivid interactions help students to feel refreshed as well as stay 

updated on their subjects. 

I.T.S College of Pharmacy organized a Webinar on Indian Pharma Industry Facing Covid 19 by Mr. 

Sandeep Soni, Managing Director, Montana Remidies, for B.Pharm/ M.Pharm students on 22nd May 

2020. Dr. Sadish Kumar S., Director opened the session by welcoming everyone. Formal introduction 

about Mr. Sandeep Soni was given by Dr. Dinesh Puri. 

His session was interesting and laced with practical knowledge. He said that there are golden 

opportunities for Pharma profession during and after Covid-19. He explained the scope of Pharma 

industry in current market situation and also emphasized that this field always has growth in both adverse 

and pandemic conditions so there is nothing to fret about future carrier opportunities of Pharma graduates. 

He suggested the various entrepreneurship areas for Pharma graduates and post graduates. He also threw 

light on the contribution of Indian Pharma market in current Covid situation and also highlighted that 

after this pandemic, India may become an important manufacturing hub of generic, API and other Pharma 

products, which will in turn provide golden opportunity to all Pharma background professionals. He 

concluded by saying that we should adopt new conditions, improve immunity by doing Yoga and 

physical exercises and most importantly have positive attitude to stay strong in adverse conditions.  

The question hour was very interactive. All the queries raised by the participants were answered by the 

expert. The expert made sure that all the participants left the session with no doubts lingering in their 

minds. The session was formally concluded on a thankful and appreciation note by Dr. Sadish. The 

session was attended by 70 students and faculty members.  

 



 

 

 


